
 

 Sandringham Infant and Nursery School 
Remote Learning 

 
 

RECEPTION - HEDGEHOGS AND MOLES 
 
Week Beginning:  8/6/20                                                          Topic:  Underwater Adventure 
 

 
The activities below reflect what we would be learning about at this point in the year at school. Remember though - 
you don’t have to do it all; you can adapt it however you like and most importantly have fun and send us pictures of 
what you do!  We know everyone has different circumstances at home and you need to make the home learning work 
for your family.  Make time each day for some physical activity, for reading together or independently and some play 
or relaxing time. Encourage your child to include an act of kindness; tidy toys, helping to lay the table, helping unload 
the dishwasher, reading a story to a younger sibling etc. 

 
 
Please upload what you can to Tapestry as we would love to see/comment on what you have been doing!  

 
DAY DAILY ACTIVITIES  

Monday  Phonics:  Watch ‘Mr Thorne Does Phonics’ introducing the new digraph er. Then read 
the following words with an adult:  her ladder dinner summer farmer shorter longer.   
Maths:  Practise some number sentences using numbers above 10.  You can use 
objects if this would help!  Examples may be: 12 + 2 = / 16 + 3 = / 15 + 5 = / 20 + 4 = 
Literacy:  Listen to the ‘Commotion in the Ocean’ story read by the author (link 
below). Choose two of the animals in the poems and write two facts about them.   
Topic:  Watch an introduction to ocean animals (link below).  What animals do you 
already know live in water/sea/oceans?  Are there any new ones you have learnt 
about after this video?  
 

Tuesday  Phonics:  Practise blending sounds containing er using the video clip below.  Then   
read and write the following sentences together to consolidate our new sound: 

• I got a letter from a farmer.  

• My ladder was much longer than her ladder.  

• Get a hammer and bang a nail into that block of wood. 
Maths:  Learn the “When you add with a Pirate” song (link below).  Continue any 
adding of two digit numbers as per yesterday.  
Literacy: Using water and a paintbrush, practice writing words on the patio/wall etc.  
Only effective on a dry day! 
Topic:  Watch Finding Nemo/The Little Mermaid/Shark Tale as a movie treat! 
 

Wednesday  Phonics: Look at the tricky word said.  Adult to model it written as “sed” then explain 
the spelling… that is why we call it tricky - we can’t use our sounds to work it out! 
Using a selection of story books, search for the word said.  How many times can you 
see it?  Practise writing said in lots of different ways - little letters, capital letters etc. 
Maths:  Practise your number formation using the number rhymes (link below). 
Literacy: Navigate Andy’s Aquatic Adventure page on CBeebies to find out more about 
underwater creatures (link below) 
Topic:  Have sand/water play available if you can.  Explore capacity with water and 
containers.  Can you show full, empty, half full etc.  What happens to the sand when 
you mix it with water?  What type of sand makes the best sandcastle? 
 

 
 
 



 
 

Thursday  Phonics: Write a list of words that contain tricky word all.  Here’s one to start you off: 
ball.  How many can you list?  
Maths: Watch Numberblocks ‘Addition Mission’ to recap adding numbers (link below) 
Literacy:  Have a go at writing a short story (over two days).  The start of the story is 
below.  Talk about the ideas for what might happen in your story first, and then have 
a go at finishing it being as imaginative as you like.  Aim for 5-8 sentences if you can - 
remember over two days!  Story writing should be fun!  
Topic:  Recreate ‘Quiet time’ at home using the link below (children will know what 
this looks like). Talk to your family about the importance of having reflection time; 
focussing on your breathing, closing your eyes etc. What helps you to relax?  
   

Friday  Phonics: Watch our Phase 3 tricky words song on YouTube (link below).  If you know 
these words well, the link for the Phase 4 tricky word song is also below.  
Maths:  Play Number Bingo (the same way we do for phonics) but use numbers up to 
20, and perhaps draw 6 boxes 
Literacy:  Finish your story writing from yesterday and add a picture at the bottom. 
Take a photo or record yourself reading your story to post on Tapestry.  Well done! 
Topic: Make a jelly fish using half a paper plate/stiff card and adding decoration such 
as tissue paper, bubble wrap… to make your wibbly wobbly jellyfish legs! See below. 
 

 
 

Other Creative Activities/Useful Websites... 
• Monday Phonics - Mr Thorne Does Phonics er - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaxZN4BZjgc  

• Monday Literacy - Commotion in the Ocean story - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pRhgZ8Jffs  

• Monday Topic - Introducing Sea Creatures - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOJkvhSpBiQ  

• Tuesday Phonics - Little Learners er digraph - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Taa3ANEyN_Y  

• Tuesday Maths - Adding with a Pirate song - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WT_wvvEvkw4  

• Wednesday Maths - Number Rhymes - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlfQhHQAUCY  

• Wednesday Literacy - CBeebies - https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/andys-aquatic-adventures  

• Thursday Maths - Numberblocks - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6KDz2mAn9o 

• Thursday Topic - Quiet Time -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cC9r0jHF-Fw   

• Friday Phonics - Phase 3 Tricky Words Song - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R087lYrRpgY  
                                          - Phase 4 Tricky Words Song - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NOzgR1ANc4  
 

Activity Examples... 
 
Story Starter: 
 
The Sandcastle 
One day I went to the beach.  I mixed sand and water together to make the perfect sandcastle.  It 
worked!  I added a few shells and a flag.  It looked brilliant.  I lay down on my beach towel next to my 
sandcastle. I closed my eyes and dreamed of the castle as the warm sunshine felt nice against my face.  
Suddenly the door to my sandcastle opened and….  
 
Jellyfish Art: 
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